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The heliclty, h-, of ~- m n-decay has been determined as poSltlve (h- >/+0.90) from the average polarlzatmn, 
Pay -= <JB "su>, of 12B produced m the ~- + 12C ~ v~ + 12B reactmn We obtain also dynamical reformation on 
u-capture 0) the weak magnetism form factor, t~ = 4.5 +- 1 1, and (n) the sum of the reduced pseudoscalar (gp) and 
the 2nd class induced tensor (gT) couphngs versusg A, (gp +gr)/gA = 7 1 -+ 2 7 The latter result, adopting the 
"canonical" value ofgp/gA, leads to gT/gA = +1 -+ 2.7 which is compatible with zero and m strong contradiction 
wlth the value ~ - 6  recently advocated by Kubodera, Delorme and Rho 

We present here a measurement of  the average 
polarization, Pav - - ( JB  "$g), of  12B in the allowed 
(0 + ~ 1 +) react ion/1-  + 12C ~ v u + 12B(g.s.). The 

result can be exploi ted in two ways, VlZ. (a) to deter- 
mine the hehcity of  t h e / J -  from rr-decay, following 
an old suggestion of  Jackson et al. [1 ]. (This is analo- 
gous to the ve-helicity experiment performed in the 
allowed ( 0 -  -+ l - ) e -  + 152Eum ~ v e + 152Sm* cap- 

ture [2]. There the recoil polarization is measured 
with respect to the emitted %, while in the present 
experiment the recoil polarization is determined,  via 
its known 3-decay asymmetry,  with respect to the 
incoming # direction); (b) to gain quantitative infor- 
mation about the induced terms in the weak couphng. 

The main practical problem in such an experiment 
is the preservation of  the polarization of  12B recoils 
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(r  = 30 ms) in the (carbon) capture target. The road 
to this experiment was opened by Madansky and his 
co-workers [3] who observed that the polarization of  
12B recoils (produced in the 11B(d,p)12B reaction) 
implanted in graphite can at least partly be preserved 
by a longitudinal magnetic field B z Following this 
observation, we systematically investigated the decou- 
phng of  12B implanted in various materials and per- 
formed (at the Saclay ALS muon channel) an explo- 
ratory measurement of  Pay using a graphite target [4]. 
The result, Pay = 0.43 + 0.10, favoured pos i t ive / l -  
hehclty,  but could not rule out the opposite conclu- 
sion. Such an ambiguity always holds, at least if  no 
assumptions about the nature of  the ~-capture coupling 
are made, when [Pavl ~< 1/3. This fact can readily be 
seen as follows 

In the frame z '  o f  a (left-handed) neutrino * 1 
emitted at an angle 0 with respect to the /~ -  spin direc- 
tion (z), the recoil nucleus is described as a superposi- 
tlon o f M  = 1 and M = 0 substates [5] as ~(z ' )  = 
cos(O / 2 ) ~ A I  I ) + sin(O /2)(A - B) I0). Here ~"2A and 
(.4 - B )  obviously represent the transverse and long1- 

,1 Since Pay is a scalar, this is merely a convement procedure. 
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Flg. 1 Pav, the average polarization of 12B(g.s ), as a func- 
tion of the parameter X defined In the text. For 0 < X ~< 4, 
the spin of 12B (./B) is always along the spin of the captured 

-(s~). 

tudmal amplitudes, respectively. The term B arises 
from "higher order" contributions, as for an allowed 
G - T  transxtmn there is but a single overall amplitude. 
Defining X =- Re [(A - B)/A ], Pay Is given in the muon 
frame by Pay = +(2/3)(1 +2X)/ (2+X2);  for the 

"al lowed" case (B = 0, i.e. X = 1) Pav= +2/3. The 
positive sign means that JB is along su. Fig. 1, a plot 
of  Pav(X), shows that - 1 / 3  ~<Pav ~< 2/3. Thus the 
"higher order" contributions can not only induce a 
departure from +2/3, but  even lead to a sign reversal 
o f  Pay. Therefore an unambiguous determmatlon o f  
the sign of  the muon polarizaUon from Pav without 
a priori knowledge of  X is possible only if Ieavl > 1/3. 
Conversely, a determinatmn o f  X from Pav can yield 
valuable information about the nature of  the induced 
couphngs. 

The goal of  the present work was to improve the 
precision of  Pay with respect to ref. [4] by (1) using 
stronger decouphng fields, and (2) by performing care- 
ful calibration experiments with (d ,p)-produced 12B 
recods implanted m Au and graphite. The.muon beam 
and timing program were the same as m ref. [4] and 
the set up was very similar. The latter is shown 
schematically m the insert of  fig. 2, where FC(BC) is 
the forward (backward) beta-ray scintillator telescope. 
Besides the prime graphite target (10 × 10 X 1 cm3), 
we used two others of  equal stopping power, vlz. one 
of  polyethylene,  and one of  elemental 10B (98% pure). 
The polyethylene,  a material in which the recoils get 
completely depolarized [4], served to check the sym- 
metry of  the detecting system, whereas the 10B, m 
which no delayed actwitles were observed, served to 
determine the background and its asymmetry.  The 
signal (graphite) to background (10B) ratio was 2 4 ,  
and the background-corrected signal was consistent 
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Fig. 2. Polarization of 12B as a function of the u~couplmg 
magnetic field B z (kG). Full circles (full square): following 
~-capture in graphite (polyethylene). Open circles (open 
circles (open squares): following the 11 B(d,p)i2 B reaction 
and implanted In graphite (Au) The asymptotic polarization 
observed in Au, 8.2%, gives the polarization that would also 
be observed m t~-capture In the limit of perfect spin decou- 
piing. The Insert shows the direction of Pav observed with 
"forward" muons. For convenience of drawing the sign of 
12B polarization obtained with "backward" muons [4] has 
been changed. 

with a single exponential  with r = (30 + 3) msec. 
The j3-decay asymmetry A(12B) was measured with 

" forward"  muons; it is defined as A(12B) = 
[BC/FC] Bz / [BC /FC ]~I ,  where BC = BC (graphite) - 
BC(10B) and similarly ('or FC. In actual practice, a 
transverse field (B x ~ 10 G) was apphed when B z = O, 
m order to assure complete depolarlzaUon. The instru- 
mental asymmetry was measured m the same way, us- 
mg polyethylene.  From A(12B)we deduce the magni- 
tude of  the effective polarizaUon of  12B and its sign 
relative to the incident beam direction. The present re- 
sults, corrected for finite geometry and target thickness, 
are shown m fig. 2 together with the earlier data [4] ob- 
tained wl thB z ~< 0.8 kG. The calibration data obtained 
wlth(d,p)-produced 12B nuclei implanted into Au and 
graphite are also plot ted (the Au data were corrected 
for relevant relaxation time T= 125 + 5 ms [6] , 2 ) ;  the 

,2 This parameter was measured m our laboratory as 120 -+ 12 
ms) Note that m ref. [4] T = 200 ms was used, so that 
Pay = 0.43 -+ 0.10 was somewhat (~10%) underestimated. 
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Table 1 
Correction thctors applied to the detected polarization of 12B 
in #-capture 

Origin of the correction Factor 

Geometry (closed) 1.29 -+ 0.03 
(open) 1.14 +- 0.02 

Diffusion a (thin target) b 1.08 *- 0.03 
(thick target) 1 28 -+ 0.04 

Timing difference in u-capture 0 985 +- 0.025 
and (d,p)-experlments 

13C content in the target 1.05 -+ 0.01 
Delayed activities following 0.01 
particle emission in 1.01 -+ 0.00 
#-capture [8] 

Internal/3-branch 1.015 

Normahsatlon c 0.975 -+ 0.025 

a The muon polarization measured In ref [4] is corrected by 
1 04, due to geometry and diffusions. 

b Thin target (1.32 g/cm2), thick target (1.76 g/cm2). 
c Considering the average of the asymptotic polarization in 

Au, Pd, Pt and m Cu. 

scale is so chosen for thse points as to make the (d,p) 
and/a-capture graphite data coincide at low field. Thus 
the asymptot ic  polarizat ion in Au, Indicated in the 
figure as 0 .0820 + 0.0064 represents the polarizat ion 
of  the 12B recoil in/a-capture in the l imit  o f  complete  
spin decoupling. This polarizat ion has still to be cor- 
rected for.the incomple te  polarizat ion o f / a -  in 12C , a  

and for some small effects listed in table 1 ; the final 
result is Pay (obs.) = 0.452 + 0.042,  w i t h J  B directed 
along the incident  beam. This value of  Pay is based on 

data for B z ~< 1.2 kG. Results obta ined  in specific ex- 
perimental  condi t ions  are given in table 2. 

For  the " forward"  muons  (for which the decay 
kinematics cannot  reverse the polarizat ion m the 7r- 

frame) Pav(obs.) = 0.452 +- 0.042 would immedia te ly  
imply positive/a-helicity,  were it no t  for the fact that 
some recoils originate from captures to exci ted 12B 

states, for which the IPavl > 1/3 uniqueness  argument  
might be vitiated. For tuna te ly  this is no t  so. The 

Table 2 
Polarization P of 12B in various specific conditions, com- 
pared to the low-field average P~f (common error sources not 
Included) 

Conditions: 
open geometry (o) 
closed geometry (c) 

P/P~f 

Backward muons (c) -0.92 -+ 0.12 

Forward muons (c) 1.05 -* 0.11 

Thin target (c) 0.99 -+ 0.10 

Thick target (c) 1.03 +- 0.12 

Bz = 1.2 kG (o) 0.97 -+ 0.12 
tluck target 

B z = 2.0 kG (o) a >/0.76 -+ 0.05 
thick target 

a Not yet normahzed. 

major part (88%) of  recoils result from the &rect  (g.s 
to g.s.) capture and the rest from a branch feeding 
almost exclusively an excited 1 -  state (2.62 MeV) [9]. 
Since Pay(X) depends only on the spin bu t  no t  on the 
p a n t y  of  the states [5] ,Pay for this exci ted ( 1 - )  state 
has the same hmlts  as for the ground state ( I+) ,  and 
thus the IPavl > 1/3 criterion still holds. In actual 
practice, the Pay con t r ibu ted  by  the 1 -  capture is 
further a t tenuated  (by ~- +0.72) through the 7- 
cascades leading to the ground state, and the strict 
limit is thus IPav(obs.)l > 0.32. 

To determine the/a-helimty quant i ta t ively  one has 
to correct the Pav(Obs.) for the effect o f  the 12% 1 -  
branch.  A detailed calculation [10] yields for this 

state Pay = - 0 . 2 4 .  The corrected g.s. result is thus 
Pay = +0.537 + 0.049. The theoretical value of  Pay 
predicted on the basis of  the "canonica l"  couplings 

(no 2nd class, 1.e. no gT con t r ibu t ion! )  is +0.53 

[11 ,12]  to +0.55 [13].  The ratio Pav/Pav(th) = 

+1.0 -+ 0.1 corresponds thus to h - / >  +0.9, that is the 
m u o n  an t lneu t r ino  is right-handed, with a left-handed 
componen t  less or equal to 5% .4  

We discuss now the higher order c o n t r i b u n o n s  to 

:t:3 The #--decay asymmetry was measured with the graphite 
target [4]. With the aid of this asymmetry, expressed as a 
fraction of the #+-decay asymmetry [7], we correct for 
the kinematical and atomic depolarization of #-. Hence, 
there is no reference to the law of #-decay. 

,4 Tile precision is fairly better than in the "classical" experi- 
ment [ 15 ] based on the scattering of muons by magnetized 
material, where the combination of statistical and instru- 
mental errors gives 40% error on h. For the discussion of 
other "old" helicity measurements see ref. [7 ]. 
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A and A-B.  These contributions come from the gra- 
dient type couplings (q/M order effects), vlz. the weak 
magnetism WM, the induced pseudoscalar IP and weak 
electrlmty WE ( l s t  and 2nd class) and from forbidden 
matrix elements. In terms of the "effectwe" couplings 
[5, 14] GA(axial ) and Gp(pseudoscalar) one has: 

A = G A and A - B  = GA-G P. To first order in q/M, 
the WM contributes only to G A, while IP and WE 

contribute to GA--G P only [14, 16]. Since the central 
quemon is now whether the 2nd class WE plays a role 

m the weak coupling, the prime interest is m GA-G P. 
In the followmg calculations we use two inputs, 

VlZ. the expenmental  rate F = 6100 +- 270 sec -1 [17] 

and our "dynamical" parameter X = (GA-Gp)/G A 
determined from Pay as X = 0.36 + 0.11. 

Comparing F to the theoretical rate F [13, 18] = 
3.53 (103 s-1)IFA(q2)/FA(O)I 2 G2A (2 + X2), we 

calculate {GAl. Assuming that G A is real, we have 

G A = 1.198 -+ 0.043; from G A - 1 ~ --(q/2MgA)tJgv, 
the WM couphng is obtained (with gA = -1 .25  gv)  as 
/a = 5.3 + 1.1 (versus the CVC value 4.7). Next we de- 

duce from GAX - 1 --- GA--Gp-1  "~ - (  q/ 2Mg A )(g P + 
gT +YgA) = --(0.57 -+ 0.13), the ratio R = (gP+gT)/gA 
(adopting fory  the rehably calculated value, y = 3.6 

[13, 19]) as. R = 8.1 + 2.7. The parameters gp and gT 
are the couphng constants of IP and 2nd class WE, y 
is a first class contribution originating from a relativis- 
tic term. 

The "approximate" ~-- symbols indicate the neglect 
of small second forbidden terms (3 -+ 1% correction 
to the leachng matrix element [18]); with the inclu- 
stun of these, one obtains/a = 4.5 -+ 1.1 and 

(gP +gT)/gA = 7.1 -+ 2.7. The first of these results 
supports strong CVC, second agrees well with PCAC 
If there is no 2nd class coupling. Conversel% with the 

"canonical" value [13] gP/gA = 6 one gets gT/gA = 
+1.0 + 2.7. This result contradicts the recent theoret- 
ical prediction [20], gT/gA ~- --6 ~s,6 

, s  Conclusions equivalent to those have recently been drawn 
independently on the basis of an "Elementary Particle 
Approach" analysis, see ref [13] 

,6 After the completion of this work, we were kmdly m- 
formed of a calculation by M. Monta, Ohtsubo and 
Kobayasi which yields a posttive sign for Pay(l-). In that 
case ~ and gT/gA have to be considered as lower hmUs 
(however ~ ~< 5.1 +- t.l), and the contradiction with 
gT/gA ~ -6  [201 becomes even more vmlent. 
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